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Hi Jill,
Imagine that you just got into bed, ready for a good night's sleep, and suddenly you
feel that little familiar twinge of nausea. Girl, you know
what's coming...starting at the back of your neck, and
traveling down, you feel it. And then suddenly it's
everywhere - your whole body becomes NUCLEAR hot
- even the bottom of your feet! It's just not fair! You're
at least 5 degrees hotter than you were 3 seconds ago,
and you even start to sweat.
Forget about sleeping. The covers fly off, maybe you
even start to fan yourself with them, but nothing is
helping. After 3 or 4 minutes of agonizing, tropical
equator sweating, teeth clenching, and toe curling, it finally subsides and you're left
exhausted.
Classic. Hot. Flash.
I know how you feel. I had them.
But I can tell you from personal experience that Dr. Phil Roberts' at Balanced Life and
Health, has hormone replacement therapy treatments that might be able to help you.
Dr. Roberts spends time talking with you, analyzing your blood results, and figuring out
exactly what hormones you're lacking. If needed, he'll help you get on naturally
balanced hormones - progesterone pills and cream.
For me, not only do I now have far fewer of these flashes, but losing weight has been
much easier now that I am balanced out.
If you need your hormones corrected, contact this clinic. Wouldn't it be great to
have fewer NUCLEAR hot flashes and be finally able lose weight, too?
Click HERE to see Dr. Roberts information and contact him.
Blessings,
Shawn Dady

President, Tennesseans For Raw Milk
Weston A. Price Chapter Leader, Nashville/Brentwood/Franklin

Balanced Life and Health

Balanced Life and Health
Medicine is entering into a new era. At Balanced Life and Health, we believe health care
will be increasingly based upon hormonal control which brings us to the very core of
human health. The body contains more than one hundred different types of hormones
that pour into the bloodstream at the rate of thousands of billions of units per day.
READ MORE ...
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